The 1,2,4-triazole moiety is associated with diverse pharmacological activities, such as antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, antiinflammatory, anticonvulsant, antidepressant, antihypertensive, analgesic, and hypoglycemic properties [1] . Furthermore, some of the complexes containing 1,2,4-triazole ligands have rather peculiar structures and specific magnetic properties [2].
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Lattice energy minimization and lattice dynamics calculations for four pharmaceutical hydrates [1] and the corresponding anhydrous were carried out with DMACRYS[2] and compared with experimental structures and the lattice dynamic properties. The potential models used in this study included an empirically fitted isotropic exp-6 atom-atom model for different atomic types and a distributed multipole electrostatic model for the electrostatic interactions. Experimental structures from Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) were fully optimized, allowing for rigid body rotation, translation, and cell parameter changes within the symmetry constraints of the experimental space group. Calculated phonon frequencies (k = 0 rigid-body lattice modes) for the relaxed structures were used to compare with the measured terahertz spectra. All of minimized structures have shown good agreement with the experimental data. The calculated vibrational modes show that the phonon modes with strong intermolecular coupling between the pharmaceutical molecules and H 2 O. Reactor (HFIR). The objective of the program, which received funding from National Science Foundation (NSF) in July 2009, is to develop a state-of-the-art facility and user-access program for neutrondiffraction analysis of advanced, complex and functional materials. IMAGINE will have broad scientific impact and community use, providing new tools, capabilities and methods for the analysis of light atom positions in materials that will be of interest across the diverse fields of structural biology, pharmacology, chemistry, condensed matter physics, nano-structured materials, and in environmental, biomedical and geological sciences. The instrument will enable the neutron structure of supra and macro-molecules to be determined at or near atomic resolutions (1.5 Å) from crystals with volume and within a time frame shorter than ever before.
IMAGINE will be commissioned in early 2012. Our team welcomes discussion and interaction with the community through the installation and commissioning phase of the instrument, and is excited to start working with the community to build an excellent education and science program. The presentation will give an overview of the IMAGINE project at the HFIR. The effect of influence of external acoustic fields on X-ray transition radiation of relativistic electrons was first investigated theoretically [1] and experimentally [2] . These investigations showed that the acoustic field amplitude increase leads to an increase of the intensity of transition radiation.
In the present work details of experimental investigations of Xray transition radiation from the periodical permittivity structure are discussed. It is shown the possibility of Creation of a new generation of coherent x-ray sources according the scheme presented in the Figure  below .
This phenomenon is observed for electrons of 20 MeV energy. For the electrons source we used the LEA-50 linac of the Yerevan Physics Institute [2]. The beam parameters are: current of the electron beam is 0.1 mcA, the energy resolution is 30 KeV, the vertical aperture is 0.0005 angular radian, the horizontal aperture is 0.01 angular radian. As a sample of investigations amorphous quartz with different thickness was taken. The acoustic field in the sample was excited by a specially designed system of high Q resonators. The emitted transition radiation and electron beam passes trough vacuum tube. For separation of the produced transition radiation from electron beam, additionally X-cut quartz crystal was placed after the amorphous quartz sample. The crystal was placed in the specially designed MHz mount and has satisfied full pumping condition for transition radiation [3-4]. The separated transition radiation passes trough vacuum tube and can be used as a coherent x-ray source.
The detailed analysis of experimental data shows that the peak of intensity depends on amorphous quartz purity, frequency and amplitude of the excited hyper frequency acoustic fields.
Results of investigation shows:
• The intensity of radiation may be varied by changing the value of hyper frequency electromagnetic field amplitude.
• The registered value of ratio is very large from expected and depends on target quality.
• The intensity of the radiation depends of ()i.e. boundary layers of plots by .
• The analysis of numerous experiments results shows that the ratio value varies in the range > 1.
• For the targets of different summary thickness the intensity has no changes, i.e. only last layers have contributing in intensity. According to the developed theory [1] the estimation of measured parameters has been in good agreement.
Let us note also that as a source of monochromatic x-ray radiation it can be used PXR when the crystal is excited by acoustic field.
